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PhoneticsPhonetics

•• PhoneticsPhonetics: the study of linguistic: the study of linguistic
speech sounds, how they are producedspeech sounds, how they are produced
((articulatoryarticulatory phonetics), how they are phonetics), how they are
perceived (perceived (auditoryauditory or perceptual or perceptual
phonetics), and their physical aspectsphonetics), and their physical aspects
((acousticacoustic phonetics) phonetics)

•• Knowledge of phonetics is prerequisiteKnowledge of phonetics is prerequisite
to studying phonologyto studying phonology



PhoneticsPhonetics

•• In acoustic terms, the speech signal is aIn acoustic terms, the speech signal is a
continuous stream of soundcontinuous stream of sound

•• We decode the speech to understandWe decode the speech to understand
individual words (e.g. individual words (e.g. batbat) and even) and even
sounds (such as sounds (such as bb, , aa or  or tt))

•• While phoneticians take into considerationWhile phoneticians take into consideration
acoustic characteristics, we willacoustic characteristics, we will
concentrate upon concentrate upon articulatory articulatory features tofeatures to
describe speech sounds for the most partdescribe speech sounds for the most part







Phonetic alphabetsPhonetic alphabets

•• The International Phonetics AssociationThe International Phonetics Association
(IPA) has developed a consistent(IPA) has developed a consistent
alphabet that isalphabet that is standardly standardly accepted as accepted as
the principal phonetic alphabetthe principal phonetic alphabet
http://www2.arts.http://www2.arts.glagla.ac..ac.ukuk/IPA//IPA/ipaipa.html.html

•• Phonetic transcription is in squarePhonetic transcription is in square
bracketsbrackets
–– e.g.  [k], [pe.g.  [k], [phh]]



ConsonantsConsonants

•• boyboy   !!"#$"#$%%
•• vilevile     !!&'$(&'$(%%
•• thythy     !!)'$)'$%%
•• dealdeal   !!*+(*+(%%
•• zoozoo     !!,-,-%%
•• azureazure   !./!./001%1%#1#1!!./1./12%2%
•• jazzjazz     !!*/.,*/.,%%
•• gumgum   !3!3445%5%

•• spoilspoil   !!67#$(67#$(%%
•• filefile   !!8'$(8'$(%%
•• thighthigh   !!9'$9'$%%
•• stealsteal   !!6:+(6:+(%%
•• suesue   !!6-6-%%
•• suresure  [ [;;001%<#1<!1%<#1<!;1;12%2%
•• chancechance  [ [:;.=6:;.=6%%
•• scumscum   !!6>6>445%5%



ConsonantsConsonants

•• thythy    !!))?$%?$%
•• azureazure   !.!.//001%<#1<!1%<#1<!..//112%2%
•• jazzjazz   !!*/.,*/.,%%
•• thighthigh   !!99?$%?$%
•• suresure   !!;;001%<#1<!1%<#1<!;;112%2%
•• chancechance   !!:;:;.=6.=6%%



ConsonantsConsonants

•• spatspat   !!67.:67.:%%
•• batbat   !!".:".:%%
•• statstat   !!6:.:6:.:%%
•• datdat   !!*.:*.:%%
•• scatscat   !!6>.:6>.:%%
•• gapgap     !!3.73.7%%

•• fatfat   !!8.:8.:%%
•• vatvat   !!&.:&.:%%
•• thoughtthought   !!99@@::%%
•• thoughthough   !!)#A)#A%%
•• satsat   !!6.:6.:%%
•• zapzap   !!,.7,.7%%
•• showshow   !!;#A;#A%%
•• azureazure   !./!./001%1%



VowelsVowels

•• beet beet !"+:%!"+:%      bit       bit !!"$:"$:%%

•• bait bait !!"B$:"B$:%%     bet      bet !!"C:"C:%%

•• bat bat !!".:".:%%

•• boot boot !"-:%!"-:% put  put !!7A:7A:%%

•• boat boat !!"#A:"#A:%% bore bore!!""@@11%%
•• butt butt !"!"44:%:%

•• bomb bomb !!"?5"?5%%



Phonetic TranscriptionPhonetic Transcription

1. who [ D-<%

2. soot [ 6A:%

3. soothe [ 6-)<%

4. these [ )+,<%

5. knead [ =+*<%

6. few [ 8E-<%



Phonetic TranscriptionPhonetic Transcription

7. wrong !1@F%<#1 [ 1?F%

8. barks [ "?1>6<%

9. heart [ D'1:<%

10. used [ E-,*<%

11. cause [ >?,<%

12. chance [ :;.=6<%



Phonetic TranscriptionPhonetic Transcription

13. house [ D?A6<%

14. shopped [ !?7:<%

15. Ives [ ?$&,<%

16. wished [ G$!:<%

17. height [ D?$:<%

18. heir [ C1<%


